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Judith Glynn's writing life began decades ago with numerous articles in national newspapers 
ranging from a travel-shopping column to pieces about Spain, a favorite destination. But when 
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enthusiasm faded for new places, Glynn retired her notebook to form a Web-based business, 
only to learn life is incomplete without writing. A chance encounter with a charming seatmate 
that continued in Spain set the stage for Glynn's first novel, written from a seasoned woman's 
perspective. Her second book is a memoir about her involvement with a New York City 
homeless woman. Glynn has four adult children and is a beaming grandmother of six. She has 
homes in New York City and Rhode Island where she writes and loves life. 

  
A Collector of Affections 
Years after Leah Lynch's divorce, she's tired of dead-end affairs and yearns for a lifelong mate. 
Although sassy, independent and living in New York City, she fears attending her daughter's 
wedding as an unattached woman. To soul search a new lifestyle with a committed man, she 
books a flight to Madrid and meets Miguel Santiago, the intriguing man seated next to 
her.  They begin a carefree affair in Spain, but  life gets complicated for the middle-age couple 
when they continue their romance back in the States, as they struggle to let go or move on 
together. Glynn's natural travel writer's talent creates vivid descriptions as a backdrop for this 
sensuous novel that speaks to a woman's soul. Available in Spanish: Coleccionista de Amor: 
Relatos desde el corazón de una mujer. 
 
The Street or Me: A New York Story (Memoir) 

  
 
Can an ordinary person step up and rescue a street person? And why bother? Judith Glynn's 
raw, riveting and inspirational memoir challenges perceptions as it begins with her sidewalk 



hello to Michelle Browning in their New York City neighborhood. Browning is 33, a former Italian 
beauty queen, habitually drunk, homeless for six years and near death. Glynn is middle-aged, 
divorced with grown children and struggles to support herself in her adopted city. As their deep 
and odd friendship grows over several years, Glynn single-handedly sets out to return 
Browning's dignity and to return Browning to her family in Italy. At stake throughout is Glynn's 
safety and Browning's alcoholism. Will it enslave her to street life or will she follow Glynn's lead? 
 
Judith Glynn's books available at Amazon, Barnes & Noble and Kobo. 
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